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Orientational relaxation times of rhodamine 700 in glycerol-water mixtures
Mischa Megens, Rudolf Sprik, Gerard H. Wegdam, and Ad Lagendijk
Van der Waals-Zeeman Instituut, Universiteit van Amsterdam, Valckenierstraat 65, 1018 XE Amsterdam,
The Netherlands

~Received 27 August 1996; accepted 1 April 1997!

We determined orientational relaxation times for rhodamine 700 dye in glycerol-water mixtures
using time-resolved fluorescence depolarization. It appears that the orientational relaxation time
varies linearly with the viscosity of the solvent between 1 and 60 cP, in accordance with the
Perrin-Stokes-Einstein model with stick boundary conditions. Previously others have found that for
two anionic dyes in glycerol-water and a cationic dye in glycerol-ethylene glycol mixtures, the
orientational relaxation time becomes less sensitive to the viscosity at very high viscosities
(.25 cP at least!. We discuss the influence of dye and solvent on the relation between orientational
relaxation time and viscosity, which suggests that the relaxation time as a function of viscosity can
be scaled on a common curve. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~97!50726-4#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The orientational motion of large molecules in a liquid
usually described in terms of a diffusive process.1–14 In this
picture, the molecules experience a random force due to
lisions with the small molecules of the liquid. The correl
tions in the motion of the solvent molecules are represen
by a friction, which is calculated as if the liquid were
structureless continuum. This yields the well-known Perr
Stokes-Einstein result1–4 for reorientation of spherical prob
molecules

r ~ t ![
1

5
^3 cos2 u~ t !21&5r 0 exp~2t/tor!, ~1!

where

tor5t01tPSE, ~2!

and

tPSE5
hV

kT
. ~3!

Hereu(t) is the angle between the absorption transition
pole at the time of excitation and the emission transit
dipole at timet, the brackets denote the average over
ensemble of randomly oriented dye molecules, andtor is the
orientational relaxation time. The orientational relaxati
time consists of two parts: an empirical partt0 that does not
depend on viscosity, and the Perrin-Stokes-Einstein
tPSE that depends linearly on the shear viscosityh of the
liquid, the temperatureT and the volumeV of the rotating
molecule. If the molecule is nonspherical there are up to
different relaxation times, but these are usually too close
be distinguished experimentally, unless the molecule is v
elongated.

Experimentally measured orientational relaxation tim
generally vary linearly with the viscosity of the liquid exce
at high viscosities. Recent molecular reorientation studie6–9

are therefore mostly concerned with the determination of
ratio of the orientational relaxation timetPSEandh/kT. This
ratio accounts for the shape of the solute molecules and
J. Chem. Phys. 107 (2), 8 July 1997 0021-9606/97/107(2)/49
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interaction between a solute molecule and the liquid at th
interface. Two limiting conditions for the interactions a
‘‘stick,’’ when there is no velocity difference at the interfac
between liquid and molecule, and ‘‘slip,’’ where the liqu
can move freely but cannot enter the volume occupied by
molecule. Under ‘‘slip’’ conditions, spherical molecules a
not hindered by the liquid because they can rotate with
having to displace liquid. Usually, the measured orientatio
relaxation time is somewhere in between stick and s
However, for some solvents and liquids relaxation times o
side the stick or slip bounds are measured.9 The charge dis-
tribution of a solute molecule is suspected to contrib
significantly to the friction it experiences in pola
solvents.6,8,10–12So far there is no single theory which a
counts for the wealth of observed phenomena.

Another aspect of previous experimental findings tha
not fully understood up till now is the dependence of t
orientational relaxation timetor of a dye on the viscosity of
the solvent. At low viscosity the orientational relaxation tim
tor is linear with the viscosityh, but it appears to level off a
high viscosities (h.20 cP) in mixtures of water and vis
cous liquids like glycerol or ethylene glycol.12,13 Mikosch
et al.,12 and Rice and Kenney-Wallace13 proposed that the
solvent may form transient cavities due to strong hydrog
bonding interactions.15,16The motion of the probe molecule
would not be viscously damped but the probe molecu
would rotate through large angular steps determined by
teractions with the solvent molecules in the nearest neigh
shell. Hence the hydrodynamic properties of the solv
would be of little importance. Measurements on other dy
in viscous liquids would provide a test of this model.

In this article we present fluorescence depolarizat
measurements of the orientational relaxation time
rhodamine 700 dye molecules in a series of in glycerol-wa
mixtures. By changing the glycerol content of the glycer
water mixture we can vary the viscosity over a wide ran
This enables us to both verify the value oftPSEkT/h at low
viscosity and to determine deviations from linear relati
betweentor andh at high viscosity. In Sec. II, the theory i
presented in some more detail, and in Sec. III we outline
4933/6/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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494 Megens et al.: Orientational relaxation of rhodamine 700
experimental method and estimate the size of the dye m
ecules. Results are discussed in Sec. IV.

II. THEORY

In time-resolved fluorescence depolarization measu
ments one makes use of the fact that the orientation o
excited molecule affects the polarization of light it w
emit.17 In this method, the molecules are excited with a sh
light pulse of a definite polarization. Molecules with the
absorption transition dipole moments along the polarizat
direction will be predominantly excited by this pulse. Aft
the pulse, the orientational distribution of excited molecu
will change in time if the molecules rotate. When the intern
excitation of a molecule decays, the molecule emits li
polarized along its emission transition dipole moment. Th
from changes in the polarization of the fluorescent light a
function of time after excitation, one gains information abo
the rotation of the fluorescent molecules.3–5

The time-resolved fluorescence intensities polarized p
allel (I i(t)) and perpendicular (I'(t)) to the polarization of
the incident beam can be combined to give the decay
fluorescenceK5I i12I' that is independent of the reorien
tation of the molecules.4,5 The polarization anisotropyr (t) of
Eq. ~1! can then be obtained by eliminating the influence
the fluorescence decay:

r5
I i2I'
K

5
I i2I'
I i12I'

. ~4!

The polarization anisotropy changes in time as a result of
rotation of the dye molecules in the liquid. The pertine
model to describe this rotation assumes that the orientat
of the transition dipole moments are just diffusing over t
unit sphere. If the diffusion is different for different direc
tions, then the polarization anisotropy will be a sum of up
five exponentials.5,14 The number of independent decay co
stants will be reduced if symmetry is present, e.g., if
diffusion constantD is isotropic, as for a spherical molecul
then the polarization anisotropy decays as exp(26Dt), so
there is only one decay time. For an ellipsoid, there are
diffusion constants,D i for rotation around the symmetry ax
~i.e., spinning! andD' for rotation perpendicular to the sym
metry axis~tumbling!. The two diffusion constants give ris
to three decay rates in the polarization anisotropy3

1

t i
5H 6D'

5D'1D i

2D'14D i

. ~5!

The Langevin equation provides a model for the diffusi
constants. It describes Brownian motion in a viscous en
ronment. Using Stokes’ law for the frictional torqueT on a
sphere of radiusR in a viscous liquid,T58phR3, Perrin1

derived that the diffusion constantD56kT/hV, whereh is
the shear viscosity of the liquid. Substituting this diffusio
constant in the expression for the polarization anisotro
yields the Perrin-Stokes-Einstein result Eq.~3!.

To correctly estimate the orientational relaxation tim
the shape of the rotating molecule must be taken into
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 10
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count. Perrin already calculated the diffusion constantsD i
andD' for the case of an ellipsoid using the Langevin a
proach with an analytic solution to the Navier-Stokes eq
tions for the flow of the liquid and the resulting friction19 in
the limit of slow and steady motion. The results of su
calculations depend crucially on the type of boundary con
tions for the molecule-liquid interface. Perrin assumed st
boundary conditions, i.e., no difference in velocity at t
interface between molecule and liquid. For a prolate ellips
with axial ratio 2.5, typically expected for a rhodamine 7
dye molecule, this yields diffusion constants3,4,19

D i51.30D0 and D'50.53D0, whereD0 is the diffusion
constant for a sphere of equal volume.

As an alternative, Hu and Zwanzig did calculations f
slip boundary conditions, i.e., no tangential stress at
interface.20 For a sphere, this implies that there will be n
friction at all. If, however, the object is asymmetric, it wi
have to displace some liquid and there will be viscous dis
pation of energy. For an ellipsoid, the friction coefficientj i
for rotation around the symmetry axis will be zero. Nume
cal calculations of Hu and Zwanzig20 for a prolate ellipsoid
of axial ratio 2.5 yield a friction coefficient for rotation per
pendicular to the symmetry axisj' of 0.36 times the corre-
sponding friction coefficient for stick boundary condition
Knowing that the diffusion constants are inversely prop
tional to the friction coefficients,Di5kT/j i , we can calcu-
late from their work the orientational relaxation timestPSE
according to Eq.~5!. It appears that the free rotation aroun
the symmetry axis causes two out of three relaxation time
be zero.

There are several physical processes that can cause
polarization, apart from reorientation of the molecules.
there is an anglez between the absorption and emission tra
sition dipole moment, the initial polarization anisotropy is3

r 05
2

5
~3 cos2 z21!. ~6!

If the transition dipole moments are parallel, thenr 052/5
has its maximum value. The depolarization can be to
(r50) if z is 54.37° ~the ‘‘magic angle’’!. Internal relax-
ation in the dye molecules can also cause depolarizat
Usually this relaxation is very fast~within a few
picoseconds18! compared to the orientational relaxation tim
(.0.1 ns). Experimentally the relaxation comes into vie
as a smallerr 0 while the measured orientational relaxatio
time is not affected.

III. EXPERIMENT

Orientational relaxation times were measured using
time correlated single photon counting technique.21 A cavity
dumped Kiton Red dye laser, synchroneously pump
by a frequency-doubled pulse-compressed mode-loc
Nd31:YAG laser ~Spectra Physics!, excites the dye in the
sample. The wavelength of the dye laser is tunable in
600–660 nm range. Two 10 mm polarizing prisms are u
to select a polarization state of the exciting and detec
light. The exciting beam has a diameter of about 1 mm at
7, No. 2, 8 July 1997
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495Megens et al.: Orientational relaxation of rhodamine 700
position of the sample. The sample is contained in a 1 cm
cuvette, at room temperature. The detector is set at rig
angles with the exciting light. A lens collects the fluores-
cence on a Hamamatsu R3809U Multi Channel Plate dete
tor ~MCP!. A Schott RG695 color filter in front of the
MCP removes the residual laser light. Two apertures ar
used to limit the angle of incidence on the polarizing prism
in front of the detector. The signal from the MCP is
amplified and fed to a constant fraction discriminator~CFD,
Tennelec TC454!, time to amplitude converter~TAC, Ten-
nelec TC864! and multi-channel analyzer~MCA!. A photo-
diode monitors the incident beam for triggering the TAC.

At a cavity dump rate of 400 kHz, the count rate on the
PMT was maintained at about 10 kcounts/s. With this setu
we achieve a time resolution of around 60 ps~FWHM of
scattered incident light! without further optimization.

For the fluorescent molecule we used rhodamine 70
~LD700 perchlorate! from Radiant Dyes, Inc. The structural
formula and typical dimensions are shown in Fig. 1. The
molecular weight is 538 g/mol, much more than that of glyc
erol ~92 g/mol! or water. This dye was selected because w
can resonantly excite it with our dye laser.~The absorption
maximum of LD700 occurs at around 650 nm.23! Thus the
dye concentration can be kept low~below 20mmol/1! and
reabsorption of the fluorescence in the sample is avoided.

The volume and shape of the dye molecule are importa
parameters for making an estimate of the orientational rela
ation time of the dye in solution. Since the shape of the
molecule does not closely resemble an oblate or prola
spheroid, in the description in terms of just a volume and a
axial ratio there is inevitably some arbitrariness in choice o
parameters.

Because we are unaware of any data on the volum
of LD700, we estimate the volume from the van der
Waals volumes of benzene (80.3 Å3) and naphthalene
(122.8Å3).24 From these values, the volume of pentacene i
calculated to be 1•~benzene!14•(naphthalene2benzene)
5 250 Å3. If we take the volume of the dye molecule to
correspond to 6.560.5 instead of 5 rings, then the volume is
V53106 20 Å3. The two extra rings do not contribute a full
80 Å3 because a considerable part of the extra rings
shared with the pentacene structure. The volume per ext

FIG. 1. Structural formula of rhodamine 700~LD700 perchlorate! ~Ref. 22!.
For comparison with theory, the shape of the molecule is approximated by
prolate ellipsoid, as indicated by the dotted ellipse.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 10
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ring would then be something like 3/4 of the volume diffe
ence of naphthalene and benzene. Since this does not
into account the volume of the CF3 group~about 23 Å3), the
estimated volume is certainly not too large.

From the length of an aromatic carbon-carbon bo
1.395 Å,25 and the van der Waals radius of carbo
1.77 Å,24 we estimate the length of the long axis of th
molecule to be a510 cos(30°)•1.395 Å12•1.77 Å
5 15.6 Å. The length of the short axes of a prolate ellipso
with a volume of 310 Å3 is then b56.2 Å. This corre-
sponds to an axial ratior of about 2.5.

To determine the orientational relaxation time as a fu
tion of viscosity~Fig. 3!, we measured the intensitiesI i and
I' in several glycerol-water mixtures. Since the two curv
I i and I' are measured separately, slight variations in
intensity of the laser pulses affect the relative magnitud
To correct for this, we multiplyI' by a scaling factor, which
should ensure that the two curves coincide at long timest
@ tor). We determined the scaling factor using three differe
methods. To begin with, we matched the tails of the cur
I i and I' . This yields a lower bound for the orientation
relaxation time because we cannot be completely sure if
rotation of the dye molecules has created an isotropic dis
bution at the timet where we match the tails~i.e., if indeed
t @ tor as required!. Therefore, we also tried fitting the curve
with longer orientational relaxation times than that det
mined by the ‘‘tail-matching’’ method. In this case, the tru
I i and I' remain separated at the time where we previou
did the ‘‘tail matching,’’ and the fit also yields a larger initia
polarization anisotropyr 0, i.e., a larger separation of th
curves att50. However, the assumption of an initially ran
dom distribution of orientations of the molecules imposes
constraint r 0,2/5. Thus fitting the curves with fixed
r 052/5 provides a means to determine an upper bound
the orientational relaxation time. Finally, we also determin
the orientational relaxation time by a non-linear least squa
fit to both curvesI i andI' at once, with weighting according
to the Poisson statistics of a photon counting experime
The fitting functions forI i and I' were based on a singl
exponential fluorescence decayK(t) and a single exponen
tial decay of the polarization anisotropyr (t). With both r 0
and the scaling factor as free parameters the fits yield a
ducedx2 of about 1.2, which indicates a good fit.26 The final
values fortor in Fig. 3 are the values determined from th
least squares fit. The vertical error bars indicate the re
ation times obtained by the two other methods; the up
value results from requiringr 052/5, the lower value from
‘‘tail-matching.’’

The glycerol-water mixtures were prepared by diluting
known weight of glycerol with known weights of water an
dye solution. Values of the viscosities of these mixtures w
taken from the CRC handbook.25 A comparison of the spe
cific weight of our glycerol with known values for glycero
water mixtures25 indicated that it contained less than 1 ma
percent water. The variation in the viscosity, assuming
uncertainty in the mass percentage glycerol of 1%, is in
cated by the horizontal error bars in Fig. 3.

a

7, No. 2, 8 July 1997
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496 Megens et al.: Orientational relaxation of rhodamine 700
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In Fig. 2A a typical pair of curvesI i(t) and I'(t) is
shown. The corresponding polarization anisotropyr (t) and
fluorescence decayK(t) are shown in Fig. 2B. The fluores
cence decayK(t) decays single-exponentially, as expect
for a dilute dye solution. The life time is around 1.9 n
which is of the expected order of magnitude for a fluoresc
dye in solution.18

In addition to the relaxation timetor , we can also extract
the initial fluorescence anisotropyr 0. For short relaxation
times, knowledge of the time of excitation is of course ve
important. By requiring that the initial anisotropy is approx
mately equal over a range of viscosities, we find that exc
tion takes place at aboutt0520.80 ps.@Remember that for
t50 we took the instant whenK(t) has risen to half its
maximum value.# Closer inspection reveals that this is th
instant where the first few counts above the background
detected, showing thatt0 is indeed the time of excitation and
that our estimate for the width of the instrumental respon
of 60 ps is not unreasonable. The resulting value of the
tial polarization anisotropy is

r 050.3860.02. ~7!

FIG. 2. Measured traces~A! of the parallel and perpendicularly polarize
fluorescence intensity as a function of time after excitation, for a 31 mo
glycerol-water mixture. The number of counts in each bin has been divi
by the total integration time, andI' is adjusted to make the tails overlap
From I' andI i we obtain the fluorescence decayK(t) ~B, upper curve! and
polarization anisotropyr (t) ~B, lower curve!. The straight lines are fits to
single exponentials.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 10
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Since this value is equal to25 within experimental error, we
conclude that the absorption and emission transition dip
moments are approximately parallel. Using Eq.~6! we esti-
mate an upper bound for the anglez between the transition
dipole moments of 15°.

In Fig. 3 the measured dependence of the orientatio
relaxation timetor of the dye on the viscosity of the glycero
water mixture is plotted. The orientational relaxation time
approximately linear with viscosityh over the whole range
of viscosities ~1–60 cP!. The predictions of the Perrin
Stokes-Einstein model for a prolate spheroid with volum
V5310 Å3 and axial ratior52.5 are indicated for both slip
~dotted line! and stick~dashed line! boundary conditions. For
stick boundary conditions, both the fastest and slowest re
ation times of the ellipsoid are given@cf. Eq. ~5!#. For slip
boundary conditions only the slowest relaxation time
shown. The faster relaxation times are zero because an e
soid is free to rotate about its symmetry axis for slip boun
ary conditions.

The slope in the least squares fit to the experimental d
~solid line in Fig. 3! is

tor /h50.09660.003 ns/cP, ~8!

while for a sticky sphere of volumeV5310620 Å3, the
proportionality constant would betor /h5V/kT50.076
6 0.005 ns/cP. Thus the ratio between the measured or
tational relaxation time and the relaxation time of the sph
of equal volume is calculated to be

tmeasured
tsphere

51.2760.10. ~9!

d

FIG. 3. Observed orientational relaxation times of LD700 as a function
the viscosity of the glycerol-water mixture. The relaxation times are
tained from a least squares fit toI i andI' ~cf. Fig. 2!. The upper and lower
bounds result from requiringr 052/5 and from ‘‘tail-matching,’’ respec-
tively. The solid line is a fit to a straight line of all datapoints. The dash
and dotted lines correspond to the Perrin-Stokes-Einstein model for a
lipsoid with volumeV5310 Å3 and axial ratior52.5, with slip~dotted! or
stick ~dashed! boundary conditions. The two lines for stick boundary co
ditions correspond to the fastest and slowest relaxation time predicted b
theory. For slip boundary conditions only the slowest relaxation time
shown. The faster relaxation times are zero, since ellipsoids are free to r
about their symmetry axis. Apparently stick boundary conditions are m
appropriate.
7, No. 2, 8 July 1997
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497Megens et al.: Orientational relaxation of rhodamine 700
This should be compared to the values calculated for a
late ellipsoid of axial ratior52.5 as discussed in Sec. II. Fo
slip boundary conditions, the fastest and slowest relaxa
times are 0.96 and 1.89 times the relaxation time for a sph
of equal volume~dashed lines in Fig. 3!, while for stick the
slowest relaxation time is 0.68tsphere ~dotted line!. Appar-
ently, stick boundary conditions are more appropriate for
rather irregularly shaped LD700 molecules. The fact that
estimated volume per dye molecule is perhaps rather
small only reinforces this result.

The experimental orientational relaxation time extrap
lated to zero viscosity~intercept in Fig. 3! is

t050.1860.02 ns. ~10!

From the molecular weight of the dye one would expect
characteristic time scale for free rotation of a sphere of eq
volume to be only

t5A J

kT
54 ps, ~11!

TABLE I. Limiting orientational relaxation timetor* ~see Fig. 4! for several
dyes in glycerol-water~PP2, PTS, LD700! or glycerol-ethylene glycol
~R6G! mixtures, together with the effective volumesVh of the dyes.

Dye Charge Shape tor* ~ns! Vh (Å
3)

Polyphenyl 2~PP2!a Anion Rod 3565 16506 50
Pyrene tetrasulfonate
~PTS!a

Anion Plate 4565 4606 10

Rhodamine 6G~R6G!b Cation Plate 2.561 12006300
Rhodamine 700~LD700!
~this work!

Cation Rod .6 3906 10

aReference 12.
bReference 13.

FIG. 4. Orientational relaxation times versus rescaled viscosity of the
vent, for four different dyes.L: polyphenyl 2~Ref. 12!; h: pyrene tetra-
sulfonate~Ref. 12!; n: rhodamine 6G~Ref. 13!; s: rhodamine LD700~this
work!. The data for anionic dyes in glycerol-water mixtures (L, h) fall on
a common curve. The cationic dye in ethylene glycol-glycerol as the sol
(n) has its own curve. The cationic dye in glycerol-water (s) does not
scale on the curve of the other cationic dye~see inset!, but is not in conflict
with the common curve of the anionic dyes. The lines are guides to the
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 10
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where J5(2/5)mR2 is the moment of inertia,m the mass
andR the radius of the sphere, The time scalet is nearly 2
orders of magnitude smaller than the valuet0 from the fit.
Apparently the moment of inertia of the dye molecule is n
the origin of the experimentally observed larget0. Such
large experimental values oft0 are not uncommon,9,12 but
what the source of this larget0 is remains an open question

An important aspect of measurements of orientatio
relaxation timestor is their viscosity dependence. At low
viscosities (h,20 cp), the orientational relaxation time
linear with viscosity, but Mikosch, Dorfmu¨ller, and Eimer12

and Rice and Kenney-Wallace13 observed that the relaxatio
time levels off at high viscosities for their three dyes. T
explain their observations, Mikosch and Rice suggested
at high viscosities the solvent molecules would form tra
sient cavities through hydrogen bonding.15,16 The time scale
for motion of the liquid ‘‘cage’’ would be comparable to o
even larger than the Perrin-Stokes-Einstein orientational
laxation time, so a dye molecule could rotate in its ca
relatively unperturbed by the liquid. As a result, the orien
tional relaxation timetor at high viscosity would be lower
than expected. The results of Mikoschet al. suggest that the
shape oftor as a function ofh/T is independent of the kind
of dye, i.e., the relaxation times for different dyes can
scaled on a common curve by plotting them as a function
hVh /kT, whereVh is the ‘‘effective volume’’ of a dye mol-
ecule. The volumeVh is determined from the relaxatio
times at low viscosity~see Table I!. The rescaled data for al
the dyes are shown in Fig. 4. The results of Riceet al.do not
scale onto the common curve, but in their case the solven
different as well as the dye. The dye of Riceet al. is a cation,
while the two dyes used by Mikoschet al. are anions. We
used a cationic dye, but nevertheless our results do not s
onto the curve of Rice and Kenney-Wallace. Our results
not in conflict with Mikosch’s curve. This suggests that t
orientational relaxation timetor* at the crossover from the
regime wheretor is linear with viscosity~solid line in Fig. 4!
to the regime wheretor is less sensitive toh/T ~dashed lines!
is a characteristic of the solvent, not of the dye or the int
action. The cause of the crossover is therefore to be soug
a change of the spectral distributionS(k,v) of the density
and concentration fluctuations of the solvent, withk vectors
around the main peak inS(k,v). This is an interesting ob-
servation, which might be subject of further theoretical
vestigation.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Time-resolved fluorescence depolarization measu
ments on rhodamine 700 dye in glycerol-water mixtur
show that the orientational relaxation timetor of the solute
molecules varies linearly with viscosityh of the mixture in
the range 1–60 cP, in accordance with the Perrin-Stok
Einstein model with stick boundary conditions. Previous
Mikosch, Dorfmüller, and Eimer12 and Rice and
Kenney-Wallace13 observed that the orientational relaxatio
time becomes less sensitive to the viscosity at very h
viscosities for two anionic dyes in glycerol-water mixtur
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these dyes the orientational relaxation time starts to bec
independent of the viscosity of the solvent at high visco
ties, which was explained by Mikosch and Rice in terms
the formation of a ‘‘cage’’ of solvent molecules in which
dye molecule could rotate relatively unperturbed by the
uid. The influence of dye and solvent on the relation betw
orientational relaxation time and viscosity suggests that
relaxation times as a function of viscosity of the anionic dy
can be scaled on a common curve. The relaxation time
the cationic dye in the glycerol-ethylene glycol mixture
not scale onto the curve of the anionic dyes. Our experim
tal findings for the cationic rhodamine 700 dye do not sc
onto the curve of the cationic dye that is dissolved in a d
ferent mixture, but they are not in conflict with the comm
curve of the two anionic dyes that are also dissolved
glycerol-water mixtures. This suggests that the scaling c
stant is a characteristic of the solvent alone, not of the dy
the interaction, so that the leveling off of the relaxation tim
at high viscosities must be a property of the solvent too.
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